2016 Revolveproduct-pdf - Cabernet Sauvignon Rutherford
Napa Valley - Unreal! Was $75, today $29 NAPA CAB!
Why We're Drinking It
Drop what you’re doing if you love Rutherford Cabernet -- we have the steal of the year today, oh yes!
Let’s cut to the chase:
●
●
●
●

$75 retail. Our price $29!
2016 vintage (one of the greats!!)
FREE SHIPPING on 4+ bottles
Tiny-production, beautifully structured Rutherford Cabernet at a “daily drinking” price! How do we do it?

Living and working and growing up in Napa has its advantages. We delivered papers here, worked at wineries, all our
friends are winegrowers, winemakers, and this gives us unique access to opportunities. THIS is one you DO NOT want
to miss. WOW!!!
Revolve is a totally hands-on micro winery project started by two friends in 2008. Daniel Nice holds a PhD in
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from UC Davis. Winemaking inspires him for its particular blend of the scientific and
the artistic creative processes. "Creating something that people can enjoy in a physical, visceral way is very rewarding
and humbling."
Scott Sporte sees winemaking is an act of both creative and physical energy that can sometimes be lacking in an office
environment. "Finishing a harvest and processing day with sore muscles and a clean wet concrete floor provides a
satisfying 'job well-done' finish."
LET US regale you about the deliciousness of this classic 2016 Napa Cabernet -- sourced from a small vineyard in the
Rutherford AVA, this wine provides aromas of black cherry and sandalwood. A complex tannic structure reveals fruit
flavors of blackberry and black cherry, and cocoa with a smooth, velvety finish. Just wonderful, harmonious and utterly
outrageous at $29!
What can we say? We will sell out in a flash - first come, first served!

Tasting Notes
With Cabernet Sauvignon grapes sourced from a small vineyard in the the
Rutherford AVA, this wine provides aromas of black cherry and cedar. A
complex tannic structure reveals fruit flavors of blackberry, black cherry,
and cocoa with a smooth crisp finish.

VARIETAL
Cabernet Sauvignon
APPELLATION
Rutherford, Napa Valley, California
ALCOHOL
14.40
SIZE
750ml
BLEND
Cabernet Sauvignon

The Story to Know
"We are two friends who discovered a mutual interest in wine and winemaking and began making wine on a small
production basis in 2008. Our passion for wine and constant innovation and improvement results in excellent wine in
every bottle.
Daniel Nice holds a PhD in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from UC Davis. Winemaking inspires him for its
particular blend of the scientific and the artistic creative processes. "Creating something that people can enjoy in a
physical, visceral way is very rewarding and humbling."
Scott Sporte sees winemaking is an act of both creative and physical energy that can sometimes be lacking in an office
environment. "Finishing a harvest and processing day with sore muscles and a clean wet concrete floor provides a
satisfying 'job well-done' finish.""

